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Lights and Magic
on the M.S.C. Fantasia
Unlike what happens on land, the shows offered during cruises must be
appreciated people coming from many countries, with different tastes and
sensitivities but united in their desire to enjoy their vacation to the fullest. The
theaters on the M.S.C. ships propose a calendar of diverse, exciting shows,
supported by careful, well-gauged technical choices.
Fantasia is the M.S.C. flagship, a floating city
designed for offering 4,000 passengers the
utmost facilities with regard to relaxation, luxury
and entertainment. Among the proposals to the
public, theater plays a particular role, as there
are two rotating shows each night of the cruise
and a good 14x10 m of stage for 2,000
spectators.
Maurizio Milione is the technical point of
reference for several M.S.C. ships, including
Fantasia; his projects involve the lighting of the
various shows on the program, together with the
choice of material
(defined
in
collaboration with the
technical
director
Sperduto). From the
practical
standpoint,
his role is to connect
the resident technical

personnel and the agency which manages the
shows on Fantasia - the Swiss company Wep
Entertainment - while from the creative
standpoint Milione’s job is to bring the magic of
light to the stage each night. “Our goal to make
good light design, to create a painting and thrill
our audience with different emotions.
I prepare the light design on the basis of the
show rehearsals, and based on the indications
of the artistic director…. Then I try to add my
own pieces and create an original, versatile
design, which allows quick adjustments if, for
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example, an artist is temporarily substituted, as
well as the quick rotation of the shows. ”Working
on a ship, in fact, has its unique specifications:
“It is safe to say that we make a customdesigned product based on the show and
passenger type – in the case of international
cruises, for example, the taste and sensitivity of
the public can be heterogeneous, and we must
content all”.
The choice of technical material, then, is the
object of particular attention, and it must be of
high quality, brilliance and reliability, but not only:
on ships, the flow of current, which comes from
suitable generators, may not be stable;
moreover, the frequency is 60 Hz (in Europe it is
usually 50 Hz), and up to 280 V can be
registered instead of the usual 220 V.

For this reason, there is the need for extremely
reliable and stable material, which can function
correctly and remain effective even in these
situations. In addition, there is the problem of
assistance, since this must be able to reach the
cruise ship in very brief times: with the distance
from land, a missing light or a broken projector
can constitute a real problem. Even if up to now
the selected equipment and the brands have
never given problems.
For all of these reasons, Milione decided to trust
a tested and reliable brand, SGM Technology for
Lighting, distributed in this case by Audio Effetti,
which also provided the necessary selection
advice. The Fantasia equipment has movable
head projectors (Giotto Spot 400, Giotto Wash
400), scanners of the Galileo series, Ribalta and
Palco LED sources,
in
addition
to
four
video
projectors.
The
movable
heads are much loved
because they are light, strong
and complete with various
expedients, like an advanced
mixing system of the colors
CYM and linear filter CTO, a
color wheel for the saturated
tonalities,
an
internal
electronic profiler, or quick
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relighting. For the control, the console Regia
2048 Live was chosen because, as Milione has
told us, it is reliable and quick to program and it
is complete with all the characteristics for
professional use (12 play-back registers
expandable up to 32, two monitors including one
touch monitor, 24 preset over 24 pages, and
provided with WYSIWYG).
The staff of the on-board theater is composed of
four people: a sound operator, a light operator
and two backstage technicians, who make the
theater and stage design function for the shows;
once the work is set up and the technicians are
trained, Milione leaves the staff to carry out its
own work during the cruises, to the general
satisfaction of the public and M.S.C..
Milione hopes to be able to work more in the
future on the convergence between light and
image, the new frontier for obtaining enthralling
light designs, in which the artistic and technical
efficiency components go hand-in-hand.

SGM lights for the M.S.C.
Fantasia theater
12 LED color changing fixture Palco 5, 25°
lenses
4 color changing fixture Palco 3 White Led
12 Ribalta LED color changing fixture, 30°
lenses
24 mobile head Giotto Spot 400
16 mobile head Giotto Wash 400
6 mobile head Idea Spot 250
4 mobile head fixture Idea Wash 250
8 mobile head Idea Scanner 250
2 lighting console Regia 2048 Pro
16 scanner Galileo 4/1200
2 lighting console Pilot 3000
1 lighting console Pilot 2000
4 Flasher DMX
4 Splitter 1*6 DMX

